Our newsletter focuses on issues relating to historical dialogue, historical and transitional justice, and public and social memory. More details about items in our newsletter (and more!) can be found on our website.

Both our website and newsletter provide information and resources to encourage innovative interdisciplinary, transnational and comparative research. They are housed at the Institute for the Study of Human Rights at Columbia University, New York City.

Historical Dialogues, Justice and Memory Network Live Seminar Series
SEMINAR #4: The Standardisation of Transitional Justice?
Participant: Associate Professor Line Engbo Gissel (Roskilde University)
Date: 27 October 2022. 10am PST; 1pm EST; 5pm GMT; 7pm CET
Register for the zoom link here. Read more about the event here.

Read Igor Stipić's review of Civil Obedience: Complicity and Complacency in Chile Since Pinochet, in which author Michael Lazzara argues that a radical approach towards human rights in times of post-dictatorship trauma must understand present injustice as continuous with past violence.

Interested in reviewing a book? Below are a list of books currently available for review. Interested in proposing a book for review? E-mail us at dialogues@columbia.edu!

Maya Nadkarni, Remains of Socialism: Memory and the Futures of the Past in Postsocialist Hungary (Cornell UP, 2020).
OPPORTUNITIES
Select postings for career and academic advancement.

ALL OPPORTUNITIES

October 2022

CfA: Assistant Director, Samuel Proctor Oral History Program
Location: University of Florida
Deadline: October 23, 2022

CfA: 2023 Fellowships at the Center for Holocaust Studies
Location: Leibniz Institute for Contemporary History
Deadline: October 24, 2022

CfP: Humanities Bulletin Journal
Submission Deadline: October 25, 2022

CfA: Postdoctoral Research Fellowship in History
Location: Cambridge University
Deadline: October 28, 2022

CfA: GEOP Interdisciplinary Research Workshops 2023
Location: POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews (Warsaw)
To be considered for funding in 2023, please submit the completed application form with letters of intent from all institutional partners outlining the extent of cooperation to: geopworkshops@polin.pl
Deadline: October 31, 2022

CfA: Assistant Professor of History / History Education and Social Sciences Education
Location: Western Carolina University
Deadline: October 31, 2022

CfP: Diaspora and Indigeneity – Intersections of Modern Jewish, Kurdish, and Amazigh History
Location: Heidelberg University
Conference Dates: 27–29 March 2023
Abstract deadline: 31 October 2022

CfA: Program Coordinator, The Bernard and Audre Rapoport Center for Human Rights and Justice
Location: University of Texas at Austin
Deadline: October 31, 2022

November 2022

CfA: IDEAL Provostial Fellowship for Studies in Race and Ethnicity
Location: Stanford University
Deadline: November 1, 2022

CfA: Assistant Professor in Southeast Asian Studies and Social Justice
Location: UW Madison
Deadline: November 4, 2022

CfA: Assistant Professor of African American Studies and Public History
Location: University of Alabama at Birmingham
Location: University of Alabama at Birmingham
Deadline: November 7, 2022

CfA: Anschutz Distinguished Fellow in American Studies
Location: Princeton University
Deadline: November 13, 2022

CfA: Assistant Professor in History of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
Location: Georgetown University
Deadline: November 15, 2022

CfA: Postdoctoral Associate in the Study of Antisemitism
Location: Yale University
Deadline: November 15, 2022

CfP: International Conference “European Jews Facing the Imminence of the Holocaust” at the POLIN Museum 2023; Application form >>
Conference Dates: April 23-25, 2023
 Deadline: November 27, 2022

RESOURCES

Online resources related to historical dialogue, historical and transitional justice, and public and social memory that may be of particular interest during this period of institutional closures and social distancing.

New Resources:

- NEW! Let’s Talk Reparations is a new podcast from the African American Redress Network in collaboration with Columbia’s Institute for the Study of Human Rights. This episode spotlights Brown Grove, a historic African American community in Virginia. Faced with decades of environmental racism—the community is organizing to halt construction of a Wegmans distribution center.
- NEW! Roma Peoples Project (RPP)
- NEW! #DHJewish – Jewish Studies and Digital Humanities: dhjewish.org

UPCOMING EVENTS
Select activities related to historical dialogue, historical and transitional justice, and public and social memory.

**ALL EVENTS**

**October 2022**

**Southern Jews and the Atlantic World**  
Location, Charleston, South Carolina  
Conference Dates: October 21-23, 2022

**Presentation by the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the occupied Palestinian territories**  
Location: Columbia University  
Date: October 24, 2022

**Faces of postmemory 5 – conflict or negotiations?**  
Location: Institute of Intercultural Studies, Jagiellonian University in Kraków  
Conference Dates: October 25-26, 2022

**Testing Borders, Crossing Borders: Soviet, Post-Soviet and Beyond**  
Location: Hebrew University (and zoom)  
Date: October 25, 2022

**NETWORK DISCUSSION!**  
The Standardisation of Transitional Justice? A discussion with Associate Professor Line Engbo Gissel (Roskilde University)  
Location: [Zoom](#)  
Date: 27 October 2022. 10am PST; 1pm EST; 5pm GMT; 7pm CET

**November 2022**

**Antifascism in the Twenty-first Century**  
Location: Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY  
Conference Dates: November 2-3, 2022

**Istanbul 1914-1922: War, Collapse, Occupation, and the History of Resistance**  
Location: Hrant Dink Foundation, Istanbul  
Conference Dates: November 4-5, 2022

**70 Years of Holocaust Compensation and Restitution**  
Location: Tel Aviv University  
Conference Dates: November 14–16, 2022

**Operation Reinhardt and the Destruction of Polish Jews**  
Location: POLIN Museum – Warsaw, Poland  
Dates: November 27-29, 2022

Tell us about events, opportunities, resources, and initiatives you are working on! E-mail dialogues@columbia.edu.